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Mr. Michael Quinlan
Director
Bureau of Prisons
Washington D.C

Dear Mr. Quinlan:

I was surprised not to have had a reaction earlier from the officials at
Marion or the Bureau of Prisons to our 20/20 story. Sol was delighted in
one respect to receive your long andconsidered letter. At least it indicates
that you are concerned about how your institutions are presented to, and
regarded by the public that pays for them.

You canbe sure that I heard from Marion prisoners who were also
"disappointed." but for other reasons, arguing.. quite eloquentaliy, that we
pulledour punches and were insufficiently critical. We received a great deal
of mail from viewers as well That mail was about 60-40 critical of the
prison, although many of Marion's supporters were far more emotional and
hostile to prisoners than any of the prison administrators we talked with.
Some even referred to Marion as a"country club!" I have always wondered
if Marion's administrators are upset when their most strident support comes
from people who seem totally unprepared to concede that inmates deserve
more than medieval punishment and who seem to be motivated only by
revenge.

Since your letter has a thoughtful quality. I would like to try to respond
in kind. I'll speak to the critical comments you raised, and offer some
personal thoughts as well. Despite the length of your letter, I sense that
you are more concerned with justifying your bureaucracy and boosting its
morale and procedures than in considering the concerns that we or others
have raised. I have visited many prisons, but I've never been in one in
which there was such a sense of two worlds—a microcosm of what the
Kerner Commission described years ago about black-white relations: two
societies in conflict. Only here, the us/them conflict is between inmates
who are officially stigmatized as fiends and "bad apples" and an



administration with the power to impose whatever rules it thinks are
required.

I was disappointed that wewere unable tointerview you because I'd
heard that you were bringing some new ideas and fresh leadership to the
Bureau. Your letter, however didn't convey ahy sense that you are prepared
loconcede that there might be some legitimate questions raised about the
Marions approach, or that there is even a larger conteit in which this
debate takes place.

We did a story about Marion because of its reputation as a"model" and
also because Amnesty International—the internationally respected human
rights group— had expressed concerns. It is. avery controversial institution-
and one, as you know, about which Mthe facts" are very much in dispute.

When I arrived at Marion, the administrators were smarting about s C3S
story they considered unfairbecause it didn't interview staff members or
report inmate sentences. We did both—and sought to achieve balance in a
number of respects. We gave Warden Henman the time to explain Marion's
mission and to respond to all the criticisms .Weinterviewed a correctional
supervisor who specifically referred to the past and stated that the officers
are not paranoid in the fears- We stated why the inmates we interviewed
were jaiied-even though there is alegitimate question over whether their
original sentencesexplain the reasons for their transfersto Marion. We
reported on the "program" which permits Inmates to leave Marion, and the
fact that many have. We even showed adisplay of seized knifes and shanks
even though we have since learned that none had been seized in years -all
to illustrate the concerns of the staff.

To go onto your other points, roughly in order:

1. The Dining Room:We were not to my knowledge, told thai 50 Marion
Prison inmates eat in the dining room-only that level one inmates from the
neighboring camp do.

2. The Television sets: We did not discuss the television sets—because as we
understand it they were provided under court order-not as a benevolent
gesture by the Administration but in response to complaints about isolation.
idleness and concerns about suicides. The TV struck me as a pacification
device as much as anything else. We were, incidentally, promised a tape of
prison educational programming, but never received it and so could not
include it.

.•



3. "Doublebunking." The point about "doublebunking" never came up
because we were notcomparing Marion to other institutions.

4: The "Program": The Program was not "almost totally ignored.M~it was
referred to specifically by the warden. We were not permitted to sheet
groups of inmates- in the housing units -even with their permission, in the
Bor CBlock or in the Prison industries program even though we requested
that access several times. Ayou know, television reports as a rule must
illustrate the information conveyed. The Warden denied our requests for
more video coverage of the institutionwith your full knowledge since
requests and appeals were sent to your office. I find it difficult to
understand why you fault us for not covering aspects of the program when
you wouldn't let us film it

5. Comparison with Alcatraz: We were never provided with any informr^n
on the danserousness of prisoners in Marion vis a vis Alcatraz. and rea^v-'
didn't have any time to get into that anyway. We only showed Alcatraz
because Marion is frequently compared toit We did, interestingly enough,
receive a letter from a man who claims to have led a US. Marine detachment
into Alcatraz in the mid 1940s to put down aprison rebellion. He eiprsned
the fear that the same thing will happen in Marion because of the hardline
approach..

6. Griractsrizationcf Inmates: We also received a lot of informatics from a
number el inmates and corrections professions who say that th5 mm\ .La
Marion are not in the main more dangerous than prisoners in many Sut*
facilities, noting that federal sentences are usually for non-violent crimes.
As 3 understand it most murderers, serial killers, rapists, and other
menaces to society arenot concentrated in the federal system at all. We did
however allow the Warden tocharacterize the prison population.

7: Does Marion Make men More Violent? As to whether prisons "make men-
more violent or anti-social," there is no shortage of studies and prison
autobiographies that testify to how some inmates are. and have been
dehumanized and psychologically damaged when thrown into violent
institutional frameworks etc etc. Many prisons are routinely called "crime
factories", because they reinforce aculture of crime. To be sure prison
recidivism rates are not an advertisement for their overall effectiveness. In
any event we didn t seek to imply, anything about Marion: we did try to let
the inmates express their grievances. The people who told us they feel that
the Marion system is making them worse are the people imprisoned in it.
You apparently don't give much weight to their experience
or feelings.



3. Admission Criteria We did report inmate sentences, but could not obtain
precise rationales for why the inmates we interviewed were transferred into
Marion.. Their rap sheets were made available: the criteria and rationale for
their transfers were not provided, and as you know, many of the inmates
challenge the way they have been classified.. On this point, the Federal Court
opinion was not too helpful.. It simply indicates that the Bureau should have
the right to. in effect, do what it thinks best I am sure you like that logic—as
BOP Director—but I am sure you can understand why prisoners might not. In
you letter you speak of "the discretion" of correctional agencies. Such
discretion can. and has in the past, given way to arbitrary and abusive
practices. There are plenty of federal court decisions that testify to that!

9. Violence Data: Incidentally, I would like to see the data that supports
your claim that Marion's operation has reduced violence elsewhere in the
system. We were never given any such data, just assertions to that effect..
We did report why the Prison and its officers feel the lockdown is
necessary in terms of safety. But surely you will concede that permanent
Lockdowns at every prison could diminish violence and create a safe
environment for guards—but at what cost? A permanent lockdown is
considered an unusually severe step, costly to maintain and with uncertain
consequences. Safety for officers js not the primary reason prisons exist I
though that prisons had a broader mission than simply warehousing people
and creating a safe environment for staff. 20720 has done quite a few
segments on alternatives to incarceration; 60 Minutes just did a piece on
Minnesota's system. Surelycorrectional ezperts are not unanimous on their
support for this Marion approach.

10: Inmate Releases: Prisoners may not be directly released to the
community from Marion., but the lockdown is only 4 years old. We don't
know what its long term impact will be. dowe? We do know what happened
when one Marion alumnus named Jack Abbotwas released into a hallway
house here in NY. It seems a paradox to have you characterizing the inmates
as the worst of the worst and then boasting about how many of them leave
Marion. Thar argument raises as many questions as it answers since its hard
to believe that 23 hour day isolation is redeeming these men in any way.

11. The Numbers: As for the number of inmates at Marion "(less than one
percent of the Bureau's population."). I wonder why that figure seems to
remain so constant Could the relatively constant number of inmates there
reflect more on your bureaucratic management practices of assigning beds
etc and justifying the program's expense than than on other factors? Please
understand. I do not question the fact that some inmates are involved in



criminal gangs or are disruptive-but Us hard toimagine that that group
always seems to fluctuate around the samenumber.That sounds to me
more like a system maintenance maneuver involving budgetary
justification. As you are well aware, threats can beinflated to justify
appropriations. It happens with certain Pentagon programs every season. In
the case of Marion, credibility suffers when the Attorney General
reportedly called the men in Marion "cancer cells." Some of his own former
assistants have had similar things to say about him recently!

12. What is Level Six: I am not sure what to make of your figures on level six
inmates either. When were the criteria established, and whenwere they
revised? How much "flexibility" and 'discretion" is involved. Can aState
have a prisoner transferred to Marion for criticizing its penal policies and
practices.
13. The Potential for Abuse: It seems toberather simple for an officer to
write someone up,or for an administrator to take a dislike to someone.
Some prison systems encourage prisoner dignity and involvement; some
permit newspapers and grievance machinery. Some work hard-even if not
always successfuiiy-with programs aimed at encouraging initiative.
Rehabilitation seems tobe adirty word at Marion.

14: The Cubans :As for the Cuban detainees, your comment strikes me as
misleading for one reason. I can understand the need to find temporary
housing for the Cubans after Atlanta and Oakdale. What I can t understand-
given Marion's physical layout with its separated ranges-'̂ vhy the detainees
who were housed in the HBlock control unitwere treated ascontrol unit
prisoners. chains and allwhen they could just as easily been treated like B
Block or Camp inmates: Thats what seemed so arbitrary and mechanical to
tis. How do you explain that You must hold hearings and justify putting
inmates into HBlock (Bono VSaxbe, no?) but no such due process was
extended to them. They seem to have the punishment without the crime or
the sentence. The Cubans, in some cases, just detainees,have been
punished as if they were violent predators. That is what I mean by how
arbitrary power can lead toabuses-and what was surprising was that there
didn't even seem to be any consideration shown to their unique status.

15: Forced Cell Moves: On the question onthe use of the forced cell move
tapes, they were part of the Court Record. We did ask the Warden about
them.We did report that the teams operate with surgical precision, clearly
suggesting a high level of training. Are all the tapes that we saw considered
examples of proper staffconduct? In at least twocases, the inmates were
offering to be cuffed, or saying they wanted to return to their ceils before
they were jumped. We did not run the tapes as raw unexplained footage by



the way. There were voice-overs employed toexplain what was happening. I
am sureif we had shown those tapes to the inmates involved, they would
havehad avery different explanation ofwhat happened than the staff. We
requested those tapes from Mr. Wilson and told theywere considered
internalrecords. We obtained them elsewhere.

16. Mr. Hale: Now on to Mr. Hate. We reported that Mr, Hale was diagnosed
as suffering from astress disorder, that he was considered psychologically
unfits We studied his medical records, heard his story in context and atsome
length, and his explanation for what the Magistrate claimed were
discrepancies inhis testimony. We spoke with inmates, lawyers, and other
guards-off the record—about him and they corroborate the essential
veracity of his allegations. We found him emotional, aggrieved, angry, even
somewhat paranoid about what he believe", has been done to him. including
"a set-up drug bust"(involving a small amount of marijuana for an
undercover friend"; illegal and wrong sure, but not "drug trafficking in the
sense of the ongoing dealing we all read about).

Tom Jarriel and 1do alotof interviewing. We have interviewed Vietnam
Vets who have been very damaged by their war-time experiences, butthat
does not mean that their testimonyas witnesses is invalid. I found David
Hale believable about the experiences he personally had at Marion. Have
you ever spoken with him and his wife at length, or reviewed his
grievances? His personal storyisatragic one; heand his family and kids
need help and they are not getting it The prison system wants to wash its
hands of himand discredit him. even though hewas aguard for many many
years. Ironically, hewants tocontinue tobe a guard. Some compassion and
psychological services might be more inorder for Mr. Hale than your second
hand dismissal of his motives.

1i: Investigations ofBrutality. As you must know from virtually every
investigation officials conduct into police misconduct, few officers will
testify against each other. There are few Serpicos orwhistle Blowers in blue.
There are even fewer officials with theguts towant to know what is really,
going on, . when disclosure might effect an agency's public image and
requireembarrassing corrective action. .The tragedy in so many prison
uprisings is that the warning signs are sooften ignored: that the.truth only
comesout after the fact—as in the case of Attica etc--when the Blue Ribbon
Commissions are appointed to try to assess why there was an unfortunate
toss of life, why no one paid attention to the stress and tension and
grievances. Prison stress as you know takes its toll on staff too: when there
are strong cultural and/ or racial differences (rural/urban: racial:
generational; cultural) between inmates and guar*. Its been my experience



that Victimizes are rarely sensitive 1o the concerns of those who are
victimized. Few, if any countries accused of human rights abuses admit them,
or correct them without pressure—including our own. Many people are
prepared to dismiss what prisoners say just because they are convicted

.felons.

11: The Court Case: Ves, a very conservative Judge upheld Marion s
operation against the challenges offered by the Brvscino suit-and we
reported that, contrary to what you assert. You don't mention that that case
is on appeal. Ironically, the local newspaper that editorialized against CBS
News for its story-your office sent me the clip— alsocriticized that court
decision for "going too far." for being too one sided and insensitive to inmate
grievances.lt was criticized for lacking balance, thevery complaint you make
about us. Vour office didn't send me that one. It was that trial that prompted
the comments of the Amnesty International Observer, a politically moderate
Canadian barrister with lots of prison policy experience. It was his view that
the court case, with its advocacy spirit and constitutional litmus tests was
not the right forum for evaluating or resolving Inmate grievances. I was
unhappy that time constraints only permitted us to to consider Amnesty's
concerns about improper uses of chains and restraints because, as you know
there is much more to Amnesty's concerns than that one point. Is Marion in
violation of the ILN. Minimal rules in your estimation, or do they not apply?

Did the Bureau of Prisons for example ever conduct an internal
investigation or. better yet. an independent inquiry of the type Amnesty
proposes? If so. may I request a copy.

I hope that you haven't found this letter disrespectful or contentious. I've
tried to explain why I do not think your criticisms are valid, or in some
cases accurate when set against the transcript.

1 do wish we had more time to devote to the issue, more time to explain
your position but also more time to investigate the context and rationale for
Marion and the lockdown. 1 would have liked more access to staff, inmates,
and to experts who may have studied the institution's operation. Our
written requests for such access were denied-arbitrariiy in our view. 20/20
is not pro-or anti-prisoner: pro-or anti the BOP. That is not our job. I knew
nothing'about Marion before researching the story. We certainly understand
why some prisoners might need a higher security status or even isolation
from others. We were impressed with the professionalism of many of the
staff people we encountered, and their sincerity. We appreciated their
hospitality within their rather restrictive guidelines.

i



Butwe were alsoduty bound in a free society to report the concerns of
those who live underThe Marion Model-an approach which this
Administration seems very proud of—and tohear as veil from responsible
critics who find Marion ablot on thecountry's conscience.

incereiy, /}

?Xw*-—^
Schechter

cer

PS. I am sending our two lettets tothe inmates and the Administrators at
Marion because I 'd like to hefcr what they think.
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Prisons

Offict of the Dtrtctor Washington. DC 205)4

June 24, 1988

Mr. Danny Schechter, Producer
20/20
ABC News

157 Columbus Avenue
Mew York, NY 10032-5907

Dear Mr. Schechter:

than* you for your letter of May 12, 1988 in response to my
earlier letter regarding U.S.P. Marion. From the contents, it
appears that there is a great deal of distance between us on the
important elements of what you saw at Marion and the kinds of
information made available to you when you visited there.

*0u mentioned several specific pieces of information {relating
to Alcatraz, the violence reduction effect of Marion, the
profile of typical Federal offenders, our position on the U.N.
minimum standards, and any internal inquiry conducted on the
Amnesty International allegations). I hope this letter will
help frame your review of the attached responsive materials.

Eat me say at the outset, that I have approached as objectively
as I can the problem of managing violent offenders. Simply put,
though, some individuals are not responsive to traditional
institutional controls, and they prey on other inmates and
staff. I wish it were otherwise. Fortunately, this behavior
pattern tends, in my experience, to be transient in most cases.
Given time, most inmates learn to function in the open
environment of our more traditional facilities. However, for
the few individuals who persist in those violent patterns of
behavior — and 1 stress the term "patterns** -*• we have an over
riding responsibility to protect staff and other inmates from
them. There are occasions when an individual inmate8s actions
are so grievous that an single act results in his transfer to
Marion. But this is not the case for the most part, and most
men there have committed repetitive disruptive, violent acts
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which have clearly demonstrated the need for the unusual
controls available there.

We take very seriously our responsibility to maintain a safe
institutional environment, and I make no apologies for Marion's
operation. Marion does not run as it does with the sole
objective of the safety of staff at Marion. Marion's approach
is to very simply remove the predatory, violent inmates from
other institutions and confine- them in a way that ensures to the
degree possible that they do not hurt others again. It is
always sobering to me to think that there are men who require
this unusual degree of physical control. But modem
correctional administrators must solve the practical problems of
day-to-day institutional life using the best tools available,
within the scope of our laws.

Marion represents our best approach, and I am convinced that
this operation is not only constitutional, but effective,
notwithstanding the controversy that swirls around it. It
represents what we, and most corrections professionals, believe
to be the best available management strategy in a time when
correctional administrators must be careful to balance the
rights of individual offenders against the need to safeguard the
personal welfare of the public and others — both staff and
inmates — who must work and live in correctional facilities.
The Constitution requires that, as do the public and our own
professional canon.

In the days prior to Marion, the alternative was to keep such
individuals in long term segregation at a local institution. In
those cases, there were limited or no programs. To the extent
that Marion offers some programs, recreation and freedom of
movement it is a clear improvement over the old, decentralized
management strategy for violent offenders.

I enclose for your review several documents, starting with the'"
Alcatraz information, which is contained in a portion of a
report submitted to the Rouse Judiciary Committee by Dr. David
Ward and Mr. Allen Breed. Dr. Ward, an outside party and
respected academician, came to conclusions that surprised even
us, as to the profile of Alcatraz inmates versus those at
Marion.

The next item is a summary of prison violence data compiled, not
by our staff, but by the Criminal Justice Institute, Inc. This
material illustrates a drop in overall Bureau violence since
Marion's current operation commenced. Even with information
like this, our research staff actually take great pains to point
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out th« difficulty in assessing Marion's systemic impact. This
is because from a purely scientific point of view there are many
other variables which must be considered - periodic changes in
local administrations, internal Bureau policy modifications,
overcrowding, changes in the sentencing and legal structures,
and new institutions coming on line. These factors tend to make
it very difficult methodologically to isolate a single cause for
any shifts in nation-wide incident report patterns, such as the
downward trend we have generally seen in the period since
Marion's program went into effect. Even with these factors
complicating the analysis. Bureau incident report data indicates
a reduction in serious violence at Marion since the program
changed, in spite of the fact the inmates there are demonstrably
the most violent and aggressive in our system. It is very clear
that removal of this pool of inmates from institutions
throughout our system prevents them from perpetrating their
violence in those less controlled settings.

The attached profile of inmates at Marion should put to rest any
notion that the Inmates there are non-violent; they commit a
high proportion of violent offenses before confinement, as well
as during confinement, in fact, the commonly held notion that
the Federal system has a better, less aggressive inmate
population has been consistently shifting in recent years as
drug-related offenses, which often are accompanied by an
undercurrent of violence, now predominate. We also act in some
cases as a resource of last resort for state correctional
systems which have not been able to control particularly
difficult inmates.

In broad principle, the united Nations standards are no less
applicable at Marion than in any other Federal facility in this
country. However, many of the best facilities in our country —
Federal and non-Federal — would not meet the actual letter of
the U.N. document in every respect. For instance, a strict
reading would prohibit the construction and practical operation
of a many new institutions, because they are totally climate
controlled and air conditioned; the U.N. requires that the
windows in every inmate cell be able to open. The requirements
relating to the handling of female offenders would eliminate
•any excellent co-correctional programs, it clearly conflicts
with the constitutional rights of certain categories of
employees to work with inmates of the opposite gender. However,
to the extent that the U.N, standards are promulgated to
establish high levels of professionalism and humane treatment,
we are in full compliance. In addition, the Bureau of Prisons
strongly supports the American Correctional Association's
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accreditation process, and embodies those accreditation
standards in its own policies.

We have not conducted any distinct Inquiry in response to the
Amnesty International report. Most of the areas in which they
express concern are governed and permitted by Bureau policy,
consistent with the standards of the American Correctional
Association. The balance have been extensively reviewed in the
Courts and found to be constitutional.

Marion's operation represents highly complicated operational
issues from which equally complicated legal and societal
concerns flow* I don't see how the differences our letters
represent can be resolved retrospectively, and I expect that to
a certain extent we will have to agree to disagree, particularly
on the level of analysis and the tone of the 20/20 segment.

X am open, however, to considering how we might do better in the
future to reduce this kind of disparity, and thus result in a
more satisfying exchange. If you would like to sit down
personally and discuss these issues, I would certainly be
willing to set up a mutually agreeable time to do so.

Sincerely,

^J./Michael Quinlan
director
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Prisons

Office of the Director Washington. DC20334

June 24, 1988

Mr. Robert Wright
President

National•Broadcasting Company
30 Rockefeller Center

New York, NY 10112

Dear Mr. Wright:

X am writing to express my disappointment at the content of a
June 22nd broadcast segment aired on The Today Show. The topic
of this portion of the program was the high security unit
operated for female offenders at the Federal Correctional.
Institution, Lexington, KY.

The Today Show, in segments such as this, performs an important
public information function, and this piece should have
presented a great deal more factual material, to fully and
accurately inform the public on this issue. to have done so
would have been a credit to your organization. Instead, the
program contained repeated instances of inaccurate and
uninformed research and reporting, and was highly unbalanced in
its content.

•»

In this instance, the media became a player in the story, not an
objective third party. I am particularly concerned that Ms.
Norville, in the live segment of the program, was clearly
advocating a position antagonistic to the unit, rather than
simply reporting facts or eliciting information from the
interviewees. This is quite unjustified-, and particularly
grievous in view of the numerous false and unsubstantiated
statements she made without having ever visited the unit. This
lack of objectivity and uninformed interviewing is, in my view,
totally irresponsible.

It is unfortunate that the network did not do any elementary, .
on-site investigation into the unit's operation. The Bureau of
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Prisons has nothing to hide in its operations at Lexington, or
elsewhere throughout the nation. While we do restrict filming
in the unit in order to prevent divulging certain security fea
tures of its interior, NBC could have easily sent production or
broadcast staff to Lexington to investigate the claims of the
inmates, and verify that the conditions shown in the tape pro
vided by the Bureau of Prisons were accurate. Not doing so se
riously skewed the content of the broadcast and distorted the
public's perception of this program. Fortunately, Mr. Travisono
was able to articulate very well a more accurate perspective on
this unit's operation, partially alleviating the program's pre
vailing, more negative portrayal.

I am very concerned that this segment largely portrayed the
Bureau of Prisons and its staff as treating the inmates in this
unit inhumanely. For that, reason, a number of allegations or
assertions were made which require a very clear response.

* There is absolutely no basis for the assertion that
the unit violates basic human rights. The footage
used showed what is in fact a clean, brightly painted
housing area, with ample recreation and other

The inmates in this unit clearly require the security
procedures provided there, whether by length of sen
tence, escape history, or potential for escape with
outside assistance. Each of these inmates' cases has
been carefully screened and they have been found to be
suitable for this setting. TO confine them in an in
adequately secure unit would be to abrogate our re
sponsibility to maintain every committed offender in
custody, and to ensure the public's safety.

* *

There is no psychiatric or experimental aspect to the
unit whatsoever. No portion of the unit's operation
is intended to bring any undue psychological pressure
on the inmates confined there, or to modify any par
ticular set of beliefs they hold.

The notion that the cells in the unit are underground
or subterranean is totally false. The on-the-air
comments to that effect were contradicted by the tape
which you aired, clearly showing the cells and their
above ground windows. The inmate rooms are partially
below grade, but meet all applicable standards,
particularly with respect to providing natural light.
X might add that the windows are not painted over,
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fogged or blocked, ample natural light is available in
each cell, and it is ludicrous to assert that inmates
are unable to discern the seasons. Moreover, an
outside recreation area is available to the inmates,
which also provides full daylight and a view of the
adjoining countryside. It is used frequently by the
inmates in the unit. In fact, this unit is far
superior in layout, freedom of Inmate movement,
interior accoutrements and program access than
virtually any other long term high security unit in
the country - for men or women.

a*

The computer in the unit does work and is available to
*he inmates daily for basic educational programming.

Amnesty International has never investigated, or even
visited the unit. Accordingly, that organization must
be basing any statements they make on this subject on
misinformation promulgated by the inmates in the unit
- hardly an unbiased source for a news story.

Routine, daily strip searches are not and never have
been a part of this unit's operation. When the unit
was first activated, such searches were used upon an
inmate's return from outside recreation, but that
practice has been modified in favor of random searches
necessary for security.

The showers in the unit have never been under camera
surveillance. There has always been a shaded glass
door preventing vision into the shower stall, and a
similar visual barrier at the entrance to the adjacent
dressing area. Out of an abundance of concern for
inmate privacy, not because of ACLU complaints, yet
another curtain was installed at the entrance to the
shower area itself.

Inmates are not confined in their cells 23 hours a day
in this unit. Unfortunately, Mr. Travisono's
Otherwise excellent explanation implied that was the
case when in fact inmates in the Lexington unit are
out of their cells, and have free access throughout
the day to the program areas, from about 6:30 AM until
9:00 PM. Mr. Travisono was evidently responding from
the perspective of traditional detention or
segregation units, which are often far more
restrictive.
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* For the record, the American Correctional Association
is far more than a "trade group.* It is the pre
eminent professional organisation for corrections
practitioners in this country. It is acknowledged
world-wide for its promulgation of standards and
accreditation procedures for correctional agencies.

* The Bureau has been in regular contact with Members of
Congress, including Representative Kastenmeier, re
garding the operation of the Lexington High Security
Unit. Ms. Norville's representations to the contrary
are blatantly false.

X look forward to the day when we can adequately communicate to
the public the danger, difficulty and complexity of the job our
staff perform throughout the Federal Prison System. It is truly
unfortunate that we can't seem to convey the importance of that
message to portions of the national media, although it is widely
recognized by corrections professionals. Even so, we believe
the Lexington unit fulfills an important role in our nation's
criminal justice system. We believe that the American public
would understand those objectives if they were completely and
accurately communicated, and certainly invite you to re-visit
this subject with those elements in aiad.

Sincerely,

(S
M.&A-

Michael Quinlan
Director

cc: Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier
Hz*. Marty Ryan
MS. Nina Rosenblooa
Mr. Brian Gumble
Ms. Deborah Norville


